In this note a characterization of semigroups with atomistic congruence lattices, given for weakly reductive semigroups, is generalized to arbitrary semigroups. Also, it is shown that there is a complete congruence on the congruence lattice of such a semigroup that decomposes it into a disjoint union of intervals of the partition lattice.
Introduction and preliminaries
A lattice L is atomistic if each element of L is the supremum of the atoms it contains. In [2] the author characterized weakly reductive semigroups whose congruence lattices are atomistic. These semigroups can be constructed by means of a locally finite tree X, 0-simple semigroups I a indexed by the elements of X and partial homomorphisms f a p between certain of the non zero parts of the semigroups I a . A semigroup so constructed is a tree of 0-simple semigroups. In [2] then it is shown that a semigroup with atomistic congruence lattice is an inflation of a tree of 0-simple semigroups. In addition, for a weakly reductive tree of 0-simple semigroups, necessary and sufficient conditions in order that its congruence lattice be atomistic are obtained. The purpose of this paper is to extend this characterization to the class of all semigroups.
For the remainder of this section we collect some definitions and results needed for our considerations. In Section 2 we obtain necessary and suffi- [2] Semigroups with atomistic congruence lattices 89 cient conditions for a semigroup S to have an atomistic congruence lattice. In section 3 we study a complete congruence D on the congruence lattice of 5 . The greatest and least elements of the Z)-classes are determined. Furthermore, these classes coincide with the respective intervals in the lattice of all equivalence relations on S.
A semilattice Y is a (locally finite) tree if each interval of the form [x, y] = {z e Y \ x < z < y} is a (finite) chain. For a semigroup S, S* = S if S has no zero and S* = S \ {0} if 0 is the zero of S . Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T. Then T is an inflation of S if there exists a function / : T -> 5 such that f\S = id s and ab = (af){bf) for all a, b e T. In this case / is an inflation function. A semigroup S is weakly reductive if for a, b e S, za = zb and az = bz for all z e S imply a -b. A semigroup S is globally idempotent if S = S. If X is a partially ordered set then for x, y e X we say that y covers x or x is covered by y, to be denoted by y y x or j c -s y if x < y and x < z < y imply z = y. The lattice of all congruences on a semigroup S is denoted bŷ (S). The identical and the universal relations on S are denoted by e = e s and co = co s , respectively. A congruence p on S is an atom in W(S) if it covers e s . The set of all atoms of ^(S) is denoted by At(S). For an arbitrary set X let ^(X) be the lattice of all equivalence relations on X and &(X) the power set lattice of X. For an arbitrary binary relation R on S, R* denotes the congruence generated by R, that is, the least congruence on S which contains R. The most important tool to describe the structure of semigroups with atomistic congruence lattice is the following. If X has a least element fi then by definition /* is closed under multiplication and thus is a simple semigroup. If, in addition, S is a tree of congruence free semigroups then the congruence freeness of /* U {0} implies that /* consists of exactly one element. A straightforward verification shows that S is a semigroup. This construction also appears in [1] and [2] , a similar one in [4] . By the latter paper it follows that each ideal of such a semigroup is a retract.
The importance of this construction for the characterization of the semigroups under study is given by the following results. RESULT PROOF. Let x, y, z e /* be such that x T a y and xz, zx € /*. Then also yz, zy e /*. Let /? < a. By Lemma 3, and Also, x T Q y implies xz x a yz and zx r a zy. By Lemmas 2 and 3 we obtain that xz = yz and zx = zy. LEMMA 
Let p€W(S). Then p is an atom in W{S) if and only if either p is an atom that saturates /* for all a € X or there exists an a e X* such that /? = ( e u / j ( e u / -1 ) .
PROOF. Let p be an atom of W(S) which does not saturate each /*. There exist x e /*, y e Ip for some a ^ /? such that x p y. We may assume that a ^ /?. Let z € /* be such that zx e I \ Then zx p zy and zy e /* for some y < a. By Lemma 1 we obtain that u p uf a for all u e I*. Now let £ = (e U f a )(e U y^" 1 ). It can be seen easily that £ is a congruence on S. Since ^ is an atom, ^ Q p implies p -£.
LEMMA 5. Let a e X. For x, y € /* there exists y < a such that PROOF. Let x, y e /*. We consider the congruence generated by the elements x and y, to be denoted by (x, y)*. There exist atoms p i c (x, y)*, 1 < i < n, and z Q , z , , ...z n such that x = z 0 p x z, p^ z 2 . . . p n z n -y and we may assume that n = n(x, y) is the shortest possible length of such a sequence. If n = 1 then by Lemma 4 either x x a y or xf a = yf a .
Let n > 1 and suppose that the assertion is proved for arbitrary elements u, v G II and arbitrary /? e X for which «(M, U) < n. If x T Q y then nothing has to be proved. In other words, if S -(X; I a , f a ") either has a weakly reductive kernel or no kernel at all then S is weakly reductive and we may apply the results of [2] . We still have to identify those inflations of S which have atomistic congruence lattices. 
LEMMA 7. If S is weakly reductive and W(S) atomistic then S/p is weakly reductive for each p e %?(S)
PROOF
be an inflation of a semigroup S such that each homomorphic image of S is weakly reductive. Then ^(T) is atomistic if and only if %?(S) is atomistic and the inflation function f is trivial.
We thus obtain using PROOF. The proof is straightforward.
Semigroups S with the property that each homomorphic image of S has an atomistic congruence lattice now can be described easily. COROLLARY 
Let S be a semigroup. Then each homomorphic image of S has an atomistic congruence lattice if and only if S is one of the following:
( PROOF. Necessity. Suppose each homomorphic image of the semigroup S has an atomistic congruence lattice. If S has no kernel then S is of type (2) or an inflation thereof with trivial inflation function. Suppose that S has a kernel / . Since / is a retract ideal each homomorphic image of / has an atomistic congruence lattice. We have to show that / is weakly reductive. Let K be a subdirectly irreducible homomorphic image of / . Then W(K) is atomistic. On the other hand, %?(K) has exactly one atom since K is subdirectly irreducible. Hence K is congruence free. If 8 K = co then K is a null semigroup which is impossible since K is simple. Hence K is use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700032870 weakly reductive. Therefore, / is a subdirect product of weakly reductive semigroups and hence itself is weakly reductive.
Sufficiency. It is clear that a semigroup of type (1) has the desired property. For semigroups S of types (2)-(4) it can be seen easily that each homomorphic image of S is again of the respective type or a less complicated one. Then by Theorem 1 each homomorphic image of S has an atomistic congruence lattice. (See also Theorem 3 of the next section where an alternative proof for this part is given).
It remains to treat the problem for semigroups S which do have a non weakly reductive kernel. LEMMA 
Let T be an inflation of a semigroup S with inflation function f. If W(T) is atomistic then (af) S s (bf) for all a, b e T\S.
PROOF. This is proved in the same way as Lemma 6. LEMMA 
Let S = (X; I a , f aJj ) be such that (xS a )f a p c (xf a p )S fi foralla>peX,xeI* a .
Then 8 a C 5 S for each a€X. Recall the definitions of the relations <5 Q and i a given at the beginning of this section, and of the mapping / a o n a tree of 0-simple semigroups (X; I a , f a "). The remaining case then is answered by THEOREM 
Let S be a semigroup subject to the following conditions:
(1) S is an inflation of S 2 with inflation function f, :h that x k e S 2 then
Let z = x k . Then we have (z, y) e (x, y)*. Since x cannot be written as a product we obtain that (z, y) e {{xu, yu), (ux, uy) \ u e S}* and hence (z, y) e {(zu, yu), (uz, uy) \ u e S 2 }* since ux = u(xf) = uz and xu = (xf)u -zu for all u e S 2 which proves the necessity of condition (9). In order to prove sufficiency we show that each congruence of the form (x, j>)* is a supremum of atoms. Let x, y e S. If x, y e S\S 
S u p p o s e t h a t ( u , v ) <£ x a f i .
T h e n by definition there exist r,sel* fi such that rus € /*^ and rvs $ 7*^, or conversely. In any case, by Lemma 1 we obtain that t p tf a^ for all t € 1*0 and uf ap p vf afi . Now either uf afj x {ap)l vf afi or we may apply the same procedure to the pair {uf a^, vf a^) . Iterating this process we obtain that ufn pupvpvf a p y where y denotes the greatest element of X such that uf» x y vf ap . Since T^ = co r the element y surely exists (and is well defined). For X e X* denote by <j> x the atom <j> x = (e s U fx^sVfx We therefore obtain PROPOSITION Roughly speaking, p D £, if the atoms in which these congruences are different are contained in 8 . Therefore, in this (and only in this) case the lattices W are pairwise disjoint and the partition {%" \ r\ Cd} induces a complete congruence on
The mapping d : & -> W(S/8) defined by p i-> (/> v <?)/(? w a/i isomorphism between W and W(S/S). In particular, W(S/8) is atomistic. The atoms in &{S/8) are precisely the elements (p V S)/8 for

